The main concern of this paper is to give several strong results on neural network representation in an explicit form. Under very mild conditions, a functional de ned on a compact set in C a; b] or L p a; b], spaces of in nite dimensions, can be approximated arbitrarily well by a neural network with one hidden layer. In particular, if U is a compact set in C a; b], is a bounded sigmoidal function, and f is a continuous functional de ned on U , then for all u 2 U , f (u) can be approximated by P N i=1 c i ( P m j=0 i;j u(x j ) + i ), where c i , ij , i are real numbers. u(x j ) is the value of u evaluated at point x j . These results are a signi cant development beyond the original works (see 1-9]), where theorems of approximating continuous functions de ned on R n , a space of nite dimension by neural networks with one hidden layer were given. Finally, all the results are shown applicable to the approximation of the output of dynamical systems at any particular time.
Introduction
The problem of approximating a function of several variables by neural network has been studied by many authors. In 1987, Wieland and Leighton dealt with the capability of networks consisting of one or two hidden layers. Miyake (1988) obtained an integral representation formula with an integrable kernel xed beforehand. This representation formula is a kind which would be realized by a three-layered neural network. In 1989, several papers related to this topic appeared. They all claimed that a three-layered neural network with sigmoid units on the hidden layer can approximate continuous or other kinds of functions de ned on compact sets in R n . They used di erent methods. Carrol and Dickinson used the inverse Radon transformation.
Cybenko used the functional analysis method, combining the Hahn-Banach theorem and Riesz representation theorem. However, his proof is existential. Funahashi approximated Irie and Miyake's integral representation by a nite sum, using a kernel which can be expressed as a di erence of two sigmoid functions. Hornik et al. applied the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, using trigonometric functions, where their approximations were not only in the uniform topology on a compact set, but also in the -topology. However, the latter can be attained if the uniform approximation can be attained in any compact set, because the uniform convergence topology is stronger than -topology.
Recently 9], we gave a constructive approach of proving the above result, and proved that instead of the continuity of (x), a su cient condition for Cybenko's theorem to be true is the boundedness of (x). Moreover, if (f 1 (x); : : :; f q (x)) is a continuous map from 0; 1] n to R q , then for any > 0, there exist N, c j , i 2 R, y j 2 R n , c j;k = c j (f k ) 2 R, j = 1; : : :; N, k = 1; : : : ; q, such that jf k (x) ? N X j=1 c j;k (y j x + j )j < (1) for all x 2 0; 1] n , and f 1 ; : : : ; f q , where x y is the inner-product of x and y.
This type of approximation theorem is useful in the theory and application of arti cial neural networks, since many types of neural networks are formed from com- 
Approximation of functions by neural networks is not only interesting and meaningful in pure and applied mathematics, but also useful in engineering and physical sciences, where such approximations have found wide applications in areas such as system identi cation, modeling and realization, signal decomposition and generation, pattern classi cation, adaptive lering, etc. Theoretically, the aforementioned result not only settles a long-standing question on the realizability of C( 0; 1] n ) by a single hidden layer feedforward neural network, but also is an alternative substitution to Kolmogorov's well-known resolution to Hilbert's 13th Problem. In a famous paper, (2) where is a very simple univariate function.
All these works are concerned with approximation to continuous functions de ned on a compact set in R n (a space of nite dimensions). However, in practice we often encounter situations where we need to compute functionals de ned on some set of functions (a space of in nite dimensions). For example, the output of a dynamical system at any particular time can be viewed as a functional (see Example 1 in Section 3). Thus it is of great importance to discuss the problem of approximation to nonlinear functionals by neural networks. This is the main motivation and concern of our paper.
Recently, Sandberg did important work 11] and obtained interesting approximation theorems for discrete-time dynamical systems. Despite the restriction to the discrete-time case, his work began to reveal the possibility and e ectiveness of using neural networks (with so-called sigmoidal nonlinearity, as will be introduced shortly, or more general nonlinearity) in approximating dynamical systems. The further treatment (including the more general continuous-time systems) of this topic, however, remains still unclear. Especially, we ask: can we give any result with a form as explicit
This paper is organized as follows, we rst concentrate on approximating continuous functionals by (single-hidden layer feedforward) neural networks. We will obtain several strong results, which are of high interest in the research of neural network representation capability. Then, we study approximation of dynamical systems and will provide a uniform viewpoint and treatment to both continuous-time and discretetime systems. All the results presented in the rst part of this paper can be readily applied to the approximation of the outputs of dynamical systems (at any particular time 
then we call ( ) a generalized sigmoidal function. It is worth noting that all monotone increasing sigmoidal functions belong to this class. Moreover, continuity of (x) is not required in this de nition or in later theorems.
The main results of this paper are as follows.
Main Results
Theorem 1 c i ( i u q;n;m + i )j < ; 8u 2 U ; (10) where u q;n;m = (u l (x j 1 1 ; : : : ; x jn n )), l = 1; : : :; q, j k = 0; 1; : : : ; m, k = 1; : : : ; n are q (m + 1) n -vectors.
Remarks
We rst explain the signi cance of these theorems by the following remarks.
Remark 1: Most of the papers published (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ) discuss the problem of approximating a continuous function de ned on some compact subset in R n (a space of nite dimensions). Instead, this paper discusses approximation to continuous functionals de ned on some compact subset in some space of functions (a space of in nite dimensions), thus making the problem much more di cult and complicated than that in the nite dimensional case.
Remark 2: Our above theorems not only solve the representation capability by neural networks, but also give an explicit form of the approximant. These results can not be obtained by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, which forms the basis of several papers. It is known that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem is existential and gives no explicit form for the approximant.
Remark 3: Let a = t 1 < t 2 < : : : < t n = b, t i = a + (i ? 1) b?a n?1 , then for any point x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) 2 0; 1] n , de ne a function u x (t) as follows u x (t) = x i + x i+1 ? x i t i+1 ? t i (t ? t i ); t i t t i+1 ; i = 1; : : : ; n ? 1 (11) which is a piecewise linear function taking values x j at point t j .
Let U be the set of all these functions de ned above. It is easy to verify that there is a one-to-one mapping between U and 0; 1] n . Moreover, for any continuous function f(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) de ned on 0; 1] n , there corresponds a unique functional f(u) de ned on U, which is a compact set in C a; b]. By Theorem 2, f(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) = f(u x ) can be approximated by P c i ( P m j=1 ij u(t j ) + j )= P c i ( P m j=1 ij x j + j ), for u x (t i ) = x i , which can be re-written as P c i ( x+ i ), where i = ( i1 ; : : : ; in ), x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ).
The previous argument shows that the results of approximation by neural networks in R n can be viewed as a special case of our Theorem 2, when all functions in U are piecewise linear functions with n knots. However, in general U can be an arbitrary compact set in C a; b], which is much more complicated than those piecewise linear functions. It is dealing with these more general situations that constitutes the main contribution of this paper.
Proofs of Main Results
Prior to the proof, we rst give a sketch as a road map. Step 2: On U h , de ne a functionalf, such that jf(u) ?f(u h )j is uniformly small for all u 2 U.
Step 3: Find an integer m and points a = x 0 < x 1 < : : : < x m = b, such that the piecewise linear interpolation u h;m of u h at points x i , i = 0; 1; : : : ; m satis es ku h;m ? u h k C a;b] being uniformly small for all u h 2 U h .
Step 4: De nef on U h;m = fu h;m : u h;m is piecewise linear and u h;m (x i ) = u h (x i )g, such that jf(u h;m ) ?f(u h )j is uniformly small for all u h 2 U h .
Step 5: At this point,f is a functional de ned on U h;m , which can be viewed as a space of dimension m, and the proof will be completed by using the result in nite dimensional case.
For the case of C a; b], we just modify the previous procedure.
The following lemmas will work out the details. (2) For any > 0, there exists an h 0 > 0 such that if h < h 0 , then
holds for all u 2 U, where u(x) = 0 if x 6 2 a; b].
Proof. See 12] .
Let U c be the convex hull of U, that is, U c = closurefu : u =
Obviously, U c is a compact set, whenever U is compact.
On U c we can de ne a continuous functional, which is an extension of f. Therefore, from the very beginning, we will assume that U is a compact convex set. From now on, instead of f, we will discuss the functionalf de ned on U h .
For xed h, we claim that U h is a uniformly bounded and equicontinuous set in 
that is, u h;m (x) is piecewise linear and interpolates u h (x) at points x j , j = 0; 1; : : : ; m.
(It is possible that there might be several u h 2 U h corresponding to one u h;m (x)). Having established these Lemmas, we now proceed to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.
According to Lemmas 1-4 and previous arguments, for any > 0, there exist h > 0, and a functionalf on U h , such that jf(u)?f(u h )j < =3 for all u 2 U. For the xed h, there exist an integer m and a functionalf, such that jf(u h )?f(u h;m )j < =3 for all u 2 U. Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 4.
Having established these lemmas, we proceed to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Among them there exist many functions that occur in approximation theory. For example, Schoenberg Cardinal Splines, B-Splines, wavelets, etc., all satisfy the conditions imposed on !. Consequently any of them can be used to replace the generalized sigmoidal functions in our previous theorems. The details are not elaborated here.
Application to Dynamical Systems
As an application, we discuss approximation of dynamical systems. Sandberg 11] made important contribution to approximation of discrete-time dynamical systems.
Here, we consider approximation of dynamical systems as approximation of continuous functionals de ned on a compact set (of input functions). By doing so, we are able to signi cantly generalize Sandberg's result and provide a uniform viewpoint and treatment to both continuous-time and discrete-time systems. The main results obtained earlier in this paper can be readily applied to the approximation of the output of dynamical systems at any particular time 3 .
First, we introduce some notations and de nitions, which come basically from 11]
and 10] with slight variation.
Suppose that X 1 (or X 2 ) stands for the set of R q 1 -valued (or R q 2 -valued) functions de ned in R n .
A dynamical system G can be viewed as a map from X 1 
holds for any 2 R n , u 2 U.
For each 2 R n , de ne T : X 1 ! X 1 to be the (shift) operator given by (T x)( ) = x( ? ) for all 2 R n . A map from X 1 ! X 2 is shift invariant if (GT u)( ) = (Gu)( ? ) for any pair ( ; ), 2 R n , 2 R n , u 2 X 1 .
We assume that the entire set U (the domain of G, in which we deal with the approximation problem) satis es A graphical representation 11] of the approximation to (Gs)(t) is shown in Fig. 1 .
To illustrate the e ectiveness of our theorems, we give some more examples.
Example 1:
Suppose that the input u(x) and output s(x) = G(u(x)) of a nonlinear system G, are subject to the following di erential 
In this case, we can take N = 2 n neurons with their 2 n weights being ( i1 ; : : :; in ) = (k i1 ; : : :; k in ), where k is a positive real number depending on the threshold value, ( i1 ; : : :; in ), i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2 n are the 2 n distinct elements in f?1; 1g n , which means that we can use 2 n neurons to identify a Boolean function f?1; 1g n ! f?1; 1g, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Conclusion
In this paper, several strong approximation theorems concerning neural network representation capability have been obtained. The \generalized sigmoidal" basis functions that exist in many (nonlinear) neural networks are used to approximate continuous functionals de ned on spaces C a; b] or L p a; b] (1 < p < 1). As discussed, many other functions, instead of sigmoidal functions, can also be used without the loss of the validity of the results in this paper. Some application to dynamical systems has been reported, including showing that an earlier result in 11] can be obtained from our theorems. Applying the method used in this paper, we can also discuss approximations of continuous functionals in more general topological spaces, which will be reported later. 
